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The Global Classroom; 

 

“Once there is life there is hope.Once there is hope there is a way. Once there is a way… Find it! 

Stay safe…”  
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 Project Budget Proposal 

Public art practice for artist online, practice for artist offline in new time and all times! But; a 

budget for planning made a numskull looked like treasure chest. Then; To persuade the proposed 

plan of a budget for the teaching and learning process in Jamaican Visual Arts classroom; ought 

to answer to questions in the classroom, relating  to many different topics which was taught in 

the class sessions including quantitative and qualitative research; enhancing the classroom 

settings by allowing students to learn from their environment comfortably in collaboration with 

the teacher in creating projects related to lessons taught and the aesthetically pleasing ideas for 

the classroom environment; To facilitate students via notice board and reward system boards and 

educational research; on the contrary; COVID- 19 have the educational system coping in 

quarantine and or isolation. 

Keywords: COVID-19, Quarantine, Budget 
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Visual Arts Project Budget Proposal 

According to research; a project budget is a budget at it’s simplest: it is a table with listed 

things that shows where the money for a project comes from (income), what it will be spent on 

(expenditure), with a breakdown of the amounts on each side. All budgets must balance; that is; 

income and expenditure must be the same. A WhatApp message was sent by the group 

administrator for Visual Arts Department saying: “ Hello everyone, please to put your material 

and tool list together by June 04, 2020..the prices etc..on the sane date at 10:00 am I look 

forward to seeing you at school..any concerns please to bring it forward.. Thank you.” It was 

relayed by an image on WhatsApp to the group by a colleague with a statement from the 

Principal saying: “…is kindly asking for a list of resources your department will need for the 

next two years. Please submit list on or before Thursday June 04, 2020 at the Principal’s office.” 

To persuade the proposed plan of a budget for the teaching and learning process in 

Jamaican Visual Arts classroom. 

The teaching and learning process is continuous and never ended in the minds of 

technology. Simple and advance technologies are every where in the world which teachers have 

been the main innovators of the Internet causing students to engaged in learning everyday. The 

tools and materials are necessary for the successful planning of students journey through 

education that blends the shade in the night and cast the light in the morning. The secondary 

education level through classroom action research has witness many students at many stages of 

development; that journey continues in to adolescence for student to sit there external 

examination of which a visual arts project budget is necessary to help student and teachers to 

offset expenditures and provide more income. 
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To answer to questions in the classroom, relating  to many different topics which was 

taught in the class sessions including quantitative and qualitative research1 

This visual arts action research proposal would generally be speaking about Classroom 

Action Research because action research is basically speaking about the novice in training for 

trading the stock cord or index cord for enhancement through improving Multiple intelligences in 

students individual learning and allowing  students to explore and discover for themselves. When 

attempting to answer these questions I recalled many different topics which was taught in the class 

sessions including quantitative and qualitative research. Every thing which had to do with research 

was concluded in the action proposal. According to researchers, teaching one set of students in the 

classroom and avoiding other students is seen has gender bias. This is in respect to the fact that 

students who have the ability to learn is not given the opportunity to learn and so their performance 

is affected. These students sometime are androgyny but even then, teachers are expected to teach 

and students are required to learn and this basically defines the teaching and learning process. 

        Action research it’s more than being in the classroom and reflecting in action, on 

action and before the action even though this is how students and teacher  improve individual 

performance. It’s  about being involved in the action by giving students the opportunity to be 

engaged in the lessons being taught, allowing the alternative assessment to be more dominant to 

receive journals from students. This way teachers are made even more aware of what is going on 

inside their heads. Not because the male brains works different from the female brains but for the 

teacher to evaluate students based on their performance and be understanding why the females are 

more soft and gentle and needs a bit more love than the aggressive approach used towards male. 

In recognition of the existing model that dictates the behavioral theory compared to moral dilemma 

and teens or adolescence, each person is given the opportunity to initiate a choice to improve their 
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own epistemological theorem in the significance of manipulating moral judgment  there of in a 

practitioner. A pioneer in contemporary recruitment infiltrate the mind to see its beauty in essence 

of the lawful and unjust.  

          Experience will speak of the Gibbs reflective model but pupils who have never 

improve was never given the chance to do so. The physiological needs has crashed the shape of 

human personality never to instigate their own personal belongingness in this quality world and so 

their characteristics go unstable like a unpredictable stability of ignorance to observed its inflicted 

destructions on  humanism can be worst than coronavirus . Humanitarians  such has the Lecturers 

seeks to promote the just and the unjust in such a way which is inevitable to democratic welfare 

but the civilized citizens are criticized for the unlawful behavior of the state when a single proposal 

goes unevaluated. Therefor, accurate judgment influence social and educational reconstructionism 

in formal and throughout  several curriculums. There are many factors which influence these 

mentioned, but action research also seeks to state a proposal which will change the lives of others 

in the future generation. The intent to impact human behavior can not be changed but the 

determination which is determined by the lawful abiding citizen can see its way by the Pygmalion 

cycle of influencing another  person to do great. There's a bit of greatness in everyone, but without 

the care of others through research, budget and respect then their might be a trauma on economic 

growth and development. When a student is asking assistance, it's for us has teacher’s to see the 

difference we wish to make in their lives that will benefit society positively. Anti- social behavior 

is an enemy for commence of devastation. Edwards, 2020 state that persons should be that change 

they want others to be and by this the world will create a quality classroom crating effective leaders 

continuing to great learner-ship which then can resort to “ invincible   Power determination”. The 

declaration is that the proposal seeks many aspect of a teacher’s reflective journey. While reflecting 
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on these experience a teacher changing the lives of others need substance to prove what had happen 

of us to see the change in others. 

          This proposal allow visual arts abstract taught to see its way in visioning the 

experiences to come with  so has to prepare for a broader experience that when teaching in the 

classroom, strategies and instruments in  this proposal, is the best  to  use when improving students 

learning. 

 

Enhancing the classroom settings by allowing students to learn from their environment 

comfortably in collaboration with the teacher in creating projects related to lessons taught and 

the aesthetically pleasing ideas for the classroom environment. Please see table section for 

enhancing the classroom. ( Table 1.) 

To facilitate students via notice board and reward system boards and educational 

research. Strictly this, theory can support upper and lower school by accommodating  the 

curriculum through unit outlines for students and other teaching and learning activities posted 

different from an online forum; but the email- and other online channels are faster and less cost 

efficient  to transfer data. Students would still have to report to school and learn in a physical 

classroom setting to gain real life practical experiences when coronavirus stops playing around 

with people’s life.   Please see ( Table 2 ).   Edwards,  2020 

COVID- 19 have the educational system coping in quarantine and or isolation. The use of 

advance technology helps teachers, parents and students to stay connected during this global 

pandemic because it is not safe to be anywhere else apart from your home until the government 

says otherwise. The notice board at schools are necessary when schools are in session but the 

online platform supports online learning and social distancing learning. In this social distancing 
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era, it is important to wear safety guides while going out for necessities for this helps to keep our 

students and teachers and the general  public safe from coronavirus so that the schools can 

resume with full capacity to learn without fear. People learning from each other through 

questions and many types of research and preparing a budget during this time can prevent  

unlawfulness towards students proper and positive re- enforcement. The Jamaican classroom is 

very economical and keeps growing the education system in Jamaica. There were once a time 

when only the rich could afford education and now it is available to any one who wishes to learn. 

It is true that our education system is growing due to proper planning in visual arts education 

budget and essential execution to response and corporation. If you do not think that this is a real 

global pandemic check the international news and other online platforms and your will see that 

millions of people are dying from coronavirus every day. Stay safe while socially distance  to 

keep the budget.  Edwards, 2020. 
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reference, select the number and then apply the Footnote Reference. The body of a footnote, such 

as this example, uses the Normal text style. (Note: If you delete this sample footnote, don’t forget 

to delete its in-text reference as well.)] 
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Tables 

Table 1 

ENHANCING THE CLASSROOM SETTINGS 

   [JANUARY 2021], [The  High School] 
Project Proposal: [ENHANCING THE CLASSROOM SETTINGS] 
The project being worked on is to enhanced the classroom settings by allowing students to 
learn from their environment comfortably in collaboration with the teacher in creating projects 
related to lessons taught and the aesthetically pleasing ideas for the classroom environment. 
 
 
Objectives: 
 

• [ All Members of the community can create their own idea of what they want to see in 
there environment through suggestions and performance. Define and identify. 1] 
 
• [All the ideas considered will be implemented and created in the classroom settings 
after the brainstorming suggestions in aid for students relations to current events, such 
has Jamaica Day and the theme established by teachers and students. Manipulation 
Craftsmanship 2] 
 
• [ All members of the learning community will begin to carry out the l plans 
established by teachers and students in aid of enhancing the classroom through all unit 
titles established over a two year course for external examination: Drawing, Painting 
And Mixed Media, Graphic Design, Sculpting, Surface Decoration, Leather Craft and 
Fibre Arts;  and aligning other works to meet the needs of the learners in the 
environment . Describing, presenting, critique, journaling 3] 

 
 

Scope: 
 

 
[ The end result of the project carried out will reflect the learning community journey 
in teaching and learning to enhance the classroom settings, planning and preparation 
for external examinations over a two year course or more in visual arts. 
 
Phase # 1: The students, practicing teacher and cooperating teacher will make different 
choices about what will be displayed in the classroom and where will need to be 
enhanced for learning and beautification of the learning environment. 
 
Phase # 2: The visual arts teacher and cooperating teachers as well has other members 
of the learning community will begin to implement these ideas in the environment 
where sketches and outlines of ideas will be placed in different sections of the 
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classroom environment. Things like charts, posters and other exciting motivational 
pieces and teaching materials with general flat coating of the classroom and sequential 
marking of journaling and processes for SBA. 
 
Phase # 3: The ideas, concept and or unit title will now be implemented, marked in 
other phases and recommend for external requirements, and other  creation  and 
installations  in the classroom to finish up the projects for students learning and the 
enhancement of the classroom environment. 

 
 
Background 
 
[ The project being undertaken is in aid of the teaching practice requirements for the 
establishment of a learning community between students, visual arts  teacher and cooperating 
teacher. This project should enhanced the classroom settings for a more conducive and 
comfortable environment] 
 
 
Timeframe  
 
 

   
PHASES TASK START TIME: END 

TIME 
Phase one Careful considerations and 

planning. ( mounting and de- 
mounting of students works 
before selecting specific 
content areas the classroom 
and teachers works too. 

Start:   January 9, 2017 
 
 
 

 
End: April 9, 2017 

Phase two Implementing ideas through 
outlining and establishing 
areas to mount teaching 
materials for students and 
there works too, online 
journaling and 
documentation of processes. 

Start: February 26, 2017 
 
 
 
 
 

End: April 9, 2017 
Phase three Begin submission and 

execution for 
recommendation to external 
requirements  and beautify 
the classroom and 
collaborate with the students 
in using teaching materials to 
foster learning. 

Start: March 22, 2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 

End: April 9, 2017 
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Project Budget 
 
Recurring expenses is accumulated based on a estimate of a fix cost with approximately $.1.5 
million J.M.D  Dollars. An estimated figure which cover overhead cost and project costing and 
labour cost. Please see ( Table 3  ). 
 
 
Key Stakeholders 
 

Stakeholders   
Client  The Town High School 

students of the Visual Arts- 
Principal 

Sponsor  Rayon Edwards in 
collaboration with:- Visual 
Arts teacher and students 

Project Manager  H.O.D; Visual Arts 
Department. 

 
 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
 
[ This project in enhancing the classroom settings will be carefully supervised by other 
Members of the visual arts department periodically. These persons are selected on committee 
within the school. Projects are  carried out based on permission granted to do so by the Bursar 
or the principal.] 
 
 
Approval Signatures 
 
 
 
 
____________________          _____________________                 _____________________ 
Project Client.                                 Project Sponsor.                                Project Manager. 
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Note: [Place all tables for your paper in a tables section, following references (and, if applicable, 

footnotes). Start a new page for each table, include a table number and table title for each, as 

shown on this page. All explanatory text appears in a table note that follows the table, such as 

this one. Use the Table/Figure style to get the spacing between table and note. Tables in APA 

format can use single or 1.5 line spacing. Include a heading for every row and column, even if 

the content seems obvious. To insert a table, on the Insert tab, tap Table. New tables that you 

create in this document use APA format by default.] 

Table 2 

To Facilitate Educational Research   

The High School 

Noticed board surface design 

 

Statement of purpose 

The purpose of this notice board surface design is to improve temporarily; the appearance:  at 

tension  and notices on the surface of the notice board; with the aim to apply neon green cartridge 

paper  in two- Dimentional form  and improve  viewers attention  in notice board installation art 

works made using the pattern arrangement method where the all over touch style in pattern 

arrangement in two- dimensional form will reflect a theme called notice board surface design 

an notice board surface design  is to display individual or company certificates and 
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accomplishments ,thus helping to boost moral of employees in an organization to enhance its 

design surface for visual appearance and functionality in order to represent all over touch pattern 

arrangement art work should the neon cartridge paper decide time or waiting on candle light to 

be obsolescence for a function. 

 

Objective of notice board surface design 

• Identify and define the term all over touch pattern arrangement with specific emphasis 

on the types and there function and origins. 

• Manipulate the tools and materials by emulating the art works identified and draw 

inspiration for originality. 

• Illustrate design ideas in pictorial or graphic forms through producing sketches; mood 

board; charts: pictures and frames; and painting in water colors. 

• Use the design process in selecting appropriate ideas depicting aesthetics. 

• Motivate these ideas with constructive criticism from other works of art and from a mood 

board; Write how the feelings about these works of art would generate aesthetically 

pleasing art works.   

 

Methods and procedures  

The methods that is considered for the  project is the paper strip method. When using  the paper 

strip method; the paper strips  form the all over touch pattern arrangement . The tool considered 

is known has heavy duty staple gun and  the heavy duty staple gun is what holds the paper strips 

firmly on the notice board surface. Different papers are gathered to make paper strips but the 
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neon green cartridge paper is use to finish the notice board surface design . The neon green 

cartridge paper  is the decorative detail added to the notice board surface design to make it more 

attractive. The paper strip method is used in some areas to make the all over touch fit 

appropriately while the  procedure is through pressing and punching down the materials from a 

heavy duty staple gun. 

Description of project 

This world is changing due to rapid us of technology and the demand in advance technology. 

The real news of an art project relies heavily on simple technology while advance technology 

makes work easy to do; simple technology helps to model handcrafted work mainly  to the 

variety of tools and equipments used. The notice board surface design project will be made using 

more of simple technology because of the natural paper strips. All over touch pattern 

arrangement with cartridge paper  are art works that is oftenly done with the hands and forms a 

two- dimentional art work. The two- dimentional surface design will be made using the all over 

touch technique. 

          According to research; explains that; “Pattern in art is made by repeating or echoing the 

visual elements of an artwork…followed is the most coherent journey from naturalistic 

representation to pure abstraction in the history of modern art.” also; composition according to 

another artist  “ composition is the art of arranging in a decorative manner the diverse elements 

at the painter’s command to express his feelings” then; pattern is a regular repetition of line, 

shapes, colors, or values in a composition. The elements of composition are not the same as the 

elements of art though composition is sometimes included as one of the latter. The visual element 
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of pattern is constructed by repeating or echoing the el mints of an art work to communicate a 

sense of balance, harmony, contrast, rhythm or movement. Therefore; 

          I know there are many ways to create all over touch designs. I will use the paper strip 

method and the neon cartridge paper to create the pattern. Line will be created to illustrate the 

design  involved in creating the all over touch design. Paper strips of the all over touch  ideas is 

important for the creation of the notice board surface design and enhance the nature of the 

project. A app is   used to draw inspiration for designs and appropriate ideas selected based on 

the notice board surface design. The project is consisted of large strips of  paper depicting size 

in different shape and waiting on time or candle light has a function to an installation art work 

for public viewing because “ Time a di Masta”. 

Components of project  

The notice board surface design in pattern arrangement will involve the gathering up of about 

four or more paper neon green cartridge paper for installation. These neon green papers will 

depict intensity with the function of waiting on candle light or time. Also the staple machine will 

suffice. 

 

 

Materials Cost Materials Cost Project 

costing 

Cartridge 

paper  

 Ponal glue   
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Arrow 

Stapples 

 Wire   

Ling 

Tacker 

 Newspapers   

Corn 

starch 

 Oil pastel   

Acrylic 

paints  

 B-Pencils   

Cotton 

twine  

 Chip boards   

Cartridge 

paper 

 Patex Glue   

    Total 

     

Note: Please see Purchases Invoice for client. 

 

Rayon Edwards Time line  

Time span  Aim  

September 4-5 To decide what my study will be focused on, research and 

write proposal and to collect materials and to design on surface 

notice board. 
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September 5- 

September 6 

Research and Consult with employee and Start cleaning, 

demo uniting, plans and first Design 

September 6- 

September 6 

Continue first design piece to completion. Today after 

consulting with client; a request was made by her to use the 

cartridge paper which she had promise to carry. Therefore: an 

adjustment would be made to the notice board design. I received 

her cartridge paper and the her time line was extended. Also the 

second client was not present at the time. 

September 6-

September 11  

Continue design to completion  

September 12- 

September 13 

Finish mounting all design and consult with Employee 

Approximate dates for meetings 

September 6- Submission of proposal and consultation 

September 6- 11- consultation and continue design to completion 

September 11-13 consultation with employee and finish mounting all designs   

 

Project Statement Made by Employees 

Informal meeting in the staff room on September 04, 2019. Initiating project Members are Cleint 

one and client two.client one asked Rayon Edwards- Visual Art Teacher to use a intense Colour 

to cover the notice board surface. Also; should be done by Friday, September 6, 2019-demanded. 

Client two also says that “ I will try to help with the project by mounting around the boarder of 
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the notice board”. Rayon Edwards say that it will be ongoing due to time and he will try to get 

it done, if not by Friday September 6, 2019 then by next week. 

 

Recommendation: 

I would like to recommend the use of Fabric instead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASSESSMENT,  PLANNING AND DESIGN 
 
 

NOTICE BOARD SURFACE DESIGN 

BEFORE CONSIDERED THEORIES 

 
 
 
 
A 
 

This Colour is neon green. 
Intense Colour. 
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These are the materials taken from the notice 

board surface, metal tacks and push pins with calendar, 
papers and other small paper strips. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is how the notice board looks when most of 

the paper and tacks was removed. Removing anymore   
materials from the board will take consultation for it can 
be time consuming. 

This design above was done 
using micro soft word draw option with 
the maker tool. How ever the all over 
touch can be in different ways with 
varied paper strip  sizes. These two 
colors are harmonious and pleasing to 
the eyes. The analogous Colour 
schemes fits well with each other, this 
choice of Colour used in the design was 
of an extremely bright nature tinting 
upwards continuously to show intensity 
and so an other dark green Colour 
would still be analogous but add a high 
contrast to the neon green. 

  
 
 
Debited Organization: 
 
Sales: 506 Arrow T50 Staples 2/8”  and T50 Arrow multi Ling Tacker.at  Bookshop Limited 
shop# 1 Springs plaza 17 Constant Spring road. G.C.T # 002305. Phone. 876-920-1529,  876-
96816277. Transaction #958336. Date: 05/09/2019. Cashier: Ingrid 
 
Sales :BBNG SL54034 NEON GRN BRISTOL  8@ 190. G.C.T# 000-016-071, springs 15-17 
Constant springs road Kingston. Phone. 876-926-1800 / 876-968-947 ticket # 168078. 
05/09/2019. 
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Table 3 

Budget list of materials and services for two years- ( Visual Arts ) 

 
DESCRIPTION  UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
Large garbage bins 850  
Iron 2500  
Iron board 4750  
Sample fabrics bulk 800  
Cotton buds 250  
Sponge  1500  
Jaunting tools 3200  
Brayer 4250  
Erasers 44  
Scrap books 195  
Pencil crayons 36  
Charcoal- white & black ( soft ) 1005  
White board markers – black & blue 165  
White board cleaners 210  
Speakers 40000  
Micro phone 6550  
Podium ( custom made ) 35000  
Pastels 195  
Tablets with chargers 989000  
Cutting matts- 90x60 5100  
Corn starch case 2450  
Salt 700  
Vinegar- 5 gallon 2500  
Pots-  4500  
Tissue paper 405  
Hand towels 3500  
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Construction paper ( 96 sheets ) 380  
Carbon paper -  
Carbon paper -  
Grease paper -  
Bristling paper -  
Hot plate 4500  
Cotton fabric ( 100% ) 355  
Fine mesh 75  
White boards- 100x200 14200  
Screens ( projectors ) -  
Visual arts tables -  
Visual arts stools -  
Cotton cord 560  
Wool/ yarns 160 grams mixed colour 827  
Beads 3300  
Craft needles 85  
Threads 50  
Leather craft tools 150  
Leather-cured -  
Varnishes 1320  
Canvases per yard 1435  
Large paint- 
             White.                 5 Gallon –             
Black 
  Yellow 
   Blue 
   Red 

10000  

Cardboard- small 155  
Cardboard- large 455  
Rags 100  
Cleaning agents- 
    Disinfectant  
    Bleach.                       5 Gallons 
    Fabulosity 
    Fabric softener 

8500  

Tiner- outdoors 1450  
Oil paint sets in tubes 320  
Dyes-    Red 
   Yellow 
   Blue 
   Orange 
   Purple 
   Black 
   White 

600  
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Shelves- high and low 15000  
Storage boxes small 530  
Large garbage bags 480  
Drawing boards – ( rectangular squared ) 3970  
Staple machine 5800  
Glue gun 1455  
Wax- white candle  175  
Clay white 400  
Easily wooden 3825  
Carving tools - clay 15000  
Paint brushes- all size 390  
Water color paints, oil, water 900  
Acrylic paints- black, white, red blue, yellow 25  
printers 37000  
Scanners 37000  
Fox machines 35000  
Filling cabinet 45000  
Fill jackets – letter size 80  
Labels  1800  
Paper clips, binders, clips 60  
Labels 1800  
Push pins 120  
Paper scissors 1200  
Glue- patex  470  
Ponal glue 245  
Plaster of paris 675  
Sinks- pipes attached 14000  
Tanks-pipes attached 39000  
Projectors 180000  
Computers 250000  
Hard drive  20000  
U.S.B 16-25 4575  
Digicel modem 10500  
WirelessLAN connection internet ( 4 G – 
up ) 

8000  

Websites – recurring fees ( annually) 440 USD  
Extensions 5695  
Tv wall extension Stan  4500  
Fabrics, black yellow, blue, green, red 375  
Dust mask 1000  
Gloves 1100  
Overall/ aprons 5000  
Containers- large and small 750  
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Ply boards 2955  
Markers graphic ( pack) 1650  
Calligraphy pen 2000  
Flexi curve 1050  
Felt tip pens 750  
Resource Centre   
Mex  -  
Nails -  
Taks -  
Wire -  
Plyers -  
Ply board -  
Steels -  
Hammer 1017.74  
Cutting machine 9308.72  
Old magazines.    Bulk 500  
Printer ink 5100  
Electricity lightings 4570  
Bulbs florescent 250  
Kiln 275000  
Tiles  5400  
Tincent 6655  
Grout 3400  
Spatula all size4.5c, 135  
Construction items 10000  
Olt saw blade 150  
Olt saw 3600  
Small cutting tools 8000  
Computer chairs 7500  
Lab books 1235  
Matches- stick craft 275  
Lighter 35  
Gas cylinder 10500  
Teachers desk 43000  
Guess Chairs 18000  
Stan’s 12000  
Partitions custom workmen 25000  
Ac units & installations 150000  
Fire extinguishers  37000  
Plain non- grove doors 27000  
Glass doors 30000  
Visual arts Bathroom and lounge -  
Visual arts staff room- Mini -  
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Couches 38000  
Television- smart tv 89000  
Desk top computer 78000  
Refrigerator 275000  
Screens 98  
Carpets  -  
Flowers -  
Visual arts garden area -  
Ladder- large and small -  
Wall drills -  
Telecom unit -  
Visual arts Secretary office -  
Visual arts Secretary -  
Office phone with telecom -  
Visual arts Students lockers -  
Visual arts Students storages -  
Locks and 2500  
Emergency Keys and key holders area -  
Grills -  
Paint brush- slidders  9550  
Buckkles -  
Sticks 350  
Screws -  
Screw drivers 650  
Tools kits 455  
Desk top -  
Large craft containers    
Tape measure   
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Figure 1. [Include all figures in their own section, following references (and footnotes and tables, 

if applicable). Include a numbered caption for each figure. Use the Table/Figure style for easy 

spacing between figure and caption.] 

For more information about all elements of APA formatting, please consult the APA Style 

Manual, 6th Edition. 


